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Abstraot
Whether o p not an Individual will provide help to another In 
naad daponds on tha situation and tha Individual's perceptions of 
those situations* The influanoe of context on the perception of 
altruistic situations was evaluated in relation to Kanfer'a 
self-oontrol oonfliot nodal. Fifty-nine male oollege students 
judged 15 altruistic situations with respect to their 
dissimilarities in one of three conditionst a private oontext, a 
publio oontext, or a neutral oontext. The situations were selected 
on the basis of previous research to represent Independent 
variability on oost to the helper and value to the recipient 
attributes. Bach subject also rated the set of situations on ten 
attributes. In eaoh condition, the subjeots' one-dimensional 
ratings showed that the probability or helping was nost closely 
related to the rated appropriateness of the request for help and 
inversely related to the oost to the helper. In eontradiotion to 
the eapathetio theoretical view, the extent of need was not related 
to the probability of helping. A multidimensional sealing analysis 
of the dissimilarity judgments demonstrated that subjects in the 
private and neutral conditions responded most similarly. For these 
groups, their tendenoy to help in the situation, the appropriateness 
of the help request, the seriousness of the problem, and the 
normative expectations in the situations were the most sslient 
features discriminating this situation set. On the other hand, the 
group of subjeots respondirg in a publio context seemed to view the
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situations sonawhat dlffarantly. Tha probability that thsy would 
halp» and tha normative axpaetations, is in tha fornar groups, was
saliant, but tha oost for helping, tha attributad oausa of tha 
problea, and tha aotivity givan up to provida tha halp was as 
sailant to than. Tha ralatlonshlps aaong the unidiaensional scales 
wars dlseussad in terns of tha salf-oontrol oonfllot nodal* Tha 
utility of furthar analysas of tha disslnilarity Judgmants by a 
non-satric nultidimansional soaling algorithn that takas into 
aeoount Individual dlffsrsnesa was also proposad.
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Altrulstio motivation oan to studied as a deelsion-making 
process. A person beooMS Involved in a situation in whioh help la 
needed (and/or requested) and eust deoide whether or not to help. 
The iMediate oonsequenoea of this decision represent e conflict of 
interests (Kanfer, Stifter, A Morris, 1981). The oonfliot lies in 
the ohoioe batmen helping (noting for the benefit of another at 
som personal oost) end not helping (a aelf-serving avoldanoe of 
that oost). The less immediate consequences may alee be a factor in 
the deolslon. Should the person help, there would be possibilities 
for sooial and self-approval or reward. Should help not be given, 
there would of oourse be opportunities for sooial and 
self-disapproval. Together, these oonsequenoea suggest a 
oonflietual view or altruism, where the deolslon to help is made by 
weighing the costs involved against the possibilities of a delayed 
reward of some type.
The conflicting nature of altruism parallels the self-oontrol 
situation (Kanfer, 1979). For self-oontrol, oonfliot ia defined by 
a ohoioe between a small, immediate reward (eg. eating candy) and a 
delayed, but "more valuable" reward (eg. maintaining one's original 
teeth) (Kanfer, 1977| Kanfer A Ooldfoot, 19661 Kanfer A Karoly, 
1972). The imediaoy of reward in self-oontrol oonfliot produces a 
high probability of responding to that contingency. Manipulations 
have been proposed to alter that response tendency (Kanfer, 19711 
Kanfer A Seidner, 1973). For example, a positive contingency may be 
associated with the low probability response in order to inorease
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the subjects' tendency to respond to that alternative* In altruism* 
people can be immediately gratified for deciding not to help* by 
avoiding the "coats” (eg. time and effort) of helping* with the 
expectation of later gratification, this tendency nay be influenced 
by mechanisms similar to those changing the response probabilities 
in self-control conflict. For example* sooietel norms supporting 
helping behavior may provide positive incentive to offset the costs 
of helping and thereby lnorease the probability of choosing to help.
The conflict in altruism is defined by the consequences of the 
decision. A person may not want to help because doing so will cost 
time and effort* but may feel more compelled to do so because of 
soolal norms* The social approval of behaving in accordance with 
the helping norma may be viewed aa a mechanism designed to increase 
the probability of helping responses by altering the overall cost 
contingency for the donor. The context in which the decisions are 
made might also be a variable determining whether or not help is 
given (Kanfer A Karoly, 1972). Factors such as empathy (Aronfreed* 
1970)* and the helper's mood (Berkowitz A Connor* 1966} Isen* 1970} 
Isen* Horn* A Roaenhan* 1973)* would be examples of cognitive 
contexts* while the number of bystanders (Latane A Darley* 1968)* 
and the possibility of future reciprocal assistance (Gouldner* 
I960)* would be examples of environmental contextual factors. Both 
cognitive and environmental contextual factors could be incorporated 
into Xanfer's model at this point. They would change the context in 
which the decision would be made. In doing so* these factors would
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alter the contingencies of the alternative behavidii (ttii 
consequences of helping or not helping ), and in doing so, change 
the probabilities of the responses* If the context were one in 
which norms and social expectations were emphasized, the 
decision-maker would be more aware of the social consequences of not 
responding in a socially desirable way. The salience of the need of 
the other may appear to be more Important than the costs of helping, 
if need determines the social or public contingency. Alternatively, 
if the context were one in which selfishness were emphasized, the 
decision-maker would attend more to the "costs" of helping , than to 
the need of the recipient.
The salience of "cost", of "norms'1, and of "need" would be 
expected to change as a function of manipulations of private and 
public self-awareness. Private self-awareness has been enhanced by 
confronting subjects with small, "bathroom-sized" mirrofi (Bust, 
1980). This effect has been described as a state in which people 
think about the private aspects of themselves, removed from sooiel 
Judgment. This state would be expected to increase the salience of 
the immediate costs of the helping situation, by directing attention 
to self-interest and away from "public", socially-based
contingencies.
Public self-awareness is a state in which people attend to the 
reactions of others (Fenigstein, Scheier, A Buas» 1975)* This state 
has been induced by confronting people with television oameras or 
tape recorders (Buss* 1980). In other words* behavior is put in a 
"public" view* This state would be analogous to the heightening of 
the normative expectations in a situation, and should cause people 
to think more about what course of action would be appropriate with 
respect to the needs of the recipient*
More can be learned about the salient characteristics of 
helping aituations as a function of these manipulations through 
multidimensional sealing (HDS), since this analysis is designed to 
derive the dimensions that are most salient to the respondents. To 
provide stimuli that are discriminably different on the 
characteristics of interest ("cost" to the donor and "need" of the 
recipient), these aspects must be independently varied in the 
stimulus set # In this application, different situations were 
composed that varied Oft both the "cost" and "need" dimensions (see 
fable 1) (Bumemeyer# Jones, A Kaftfer, 1982). The stimuli were 
sampled from i population of situations familiar to college 
students. Thi study was designed to determine how perceptions of 
situations change, in order to assess the implications of these 
manipulations in altering the cognitive perspective of the choice 
contingencies.
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This approach differs from previous studies in three wayst 1) 
by increasing the variety and familiarity of situations considered* 
2) by incorporating more extensive variation in the "cost" and 
"need* attributes inherent in the oholee, and 3) by using similarity 
judgments to determine the salient features of the altruistic 
conflict rather than an all or none helping behavior (or behavior 
intention responses). Such an lndireot approach offers two 
advantagest 1) it provides a means of deriving the most salient 
features of these situations as a whole rather then predetermining 
the relevant dimensions * and 2) it reduces the social demand 
characteristics of the experimental context so that the subjects are 
less likely to make socially appropriate committments.
Furthermore* the present analysis will model group and 
individual differences in the solution. In doing so* the effect of 
the manipulations may be tested in addition to Individual 
differences within the groups (Caroll a Chang* 1970).
The present experiment will assess three groupsi Private 
Self-Awareness* Public Self-Awareness* and Control Conditions. 
Since the question of interest in this study is whether different 
contexts will alter perceptions of altruistic situations, and not 
whether a particular aelf-awarenesa manipulation is most effective* 
a “sledgehammer” approach will be used. In other words* several 
characteristics of ths context will be msnlpulated simultaneously to 
produce a Private Context, a Public Context, and a Neutral Context. 
By maximizing contextual differences* ohanges in the rated
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probability of helping may be related to the stimulus dimensions 
derived from the scaling solutions.
The Private Self-Awareness Condition will require the subject 
to work in a small area, at a desk on which is propped a small 
mirror* The experimenter will have emphasized tie usual 
confidentiality Issues and will leave the subject alone to rate the 
situations* The Publlo Self-Awareness Condition will have the 
subject working in a normal-sized room, at a desk in front of a 
one-way mirror* The confidentiality Issues wlll9 of course9 be 
discussed, but not stressed* Instead, the experimenter will 
"Inform” the subjeot that observers in the other room and seated 
behind the subject will be watching them during the rating task* 
Finally, the Neutral, comparison group will receive no speclfio 
intervention*
Each subjeot will be asked to compare the situations in 
relation to their similarity to one another. These paired 
comparison ratings will be used to derive the attributes subjects 
used to differentiate the helping situations. The same situations 
will also be ranked according to the hypothesized tin id i mens 1 onal 
attributes (eg. cost, value, norm, attribution, etc.), that are 
expected to define the situation differences in order to verify the 
interpretation of the derived dimensions. The Private 
Self-Awareness group is expected to use the dimension of "cost" more 
than the other groups. The Public Self-Awareness group is expected 
to be less concerned with the "oost" dimension than the other
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groups. A Public Self-Awareness Context is expected to enhance the 
salience of the "need" dimension» if need is perceived as an 
important determinant of sooial responsibility.
Method
Subjects. The subjects were 59 male undergraduates attending 
the University of Illinois who were fulfilling a course requirement 
in introductory psychology. Each subject was randomly assigned to 
one of the three conditions. Data from 50 of the subjects were 
collected in the Pall of 1981. Data from the remaining 9 subjects 
were collected in the Spring of 1982. (Data from 3 (of originally
i
62) subjeots were not included in the analyses. Two subjeota had 
responded randomly! and one subject had participated in a related 
experiment earlier in the semester.) (All experimenters were also 
male.)
Stimuli. The 15 stimulus situations presented to the subjects 
were those seleoted from a larger set of 30 situations on the basis 
of two criterlat 1) that they varied independently with respect to 
"cost" and "need", and 2) that situations seleoted in a given cell 
(see Table 1) were maximally discriminate from situations in other 
cells (Buseraeyer et al, 1982). (The 15 stimulus situations are 
presented as Appendix A.)
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Context Manipulations* Subjects were run individually and 
completed the rating task while in different surroundings. For the 
Private Self-Awareness Croup, room dividers were enclosed around the 
subject's work table9 forming a small triangle with the wall. Upon 
entrance into the main room* the subject could see on the other 
sides of the dividers * reassuring him there were no hidden 
observers. A small mirror (about 12" X 15") hqd been placed 
direotly in front of the subject's position (about 1.5 ft from him) 
propped up at an angle of approximately 100 degrees. Miscellaneous 
laboratory equipment and personal items were lying on the tablef in 
an attempt to explain the mirror as part of someone else'a 
equipment. The mirror was also tagged with a label of "acme other" 
experiment number. Issues of confidentiality * anonymity of 
responses! and requirements of ethical subject treatment were 
emphasised in this condition.
For the Publio Self-Awareness Condition! the room dividers were 
pushed against the walls, maintaining the original size of the room. 
The curtain that covered a large one-way observation mirror for the 
other two conditions was opened directly in front of the subject. 
This group was told that observers were going to be oarefully 
watching the subjeot for possible later revision of the task.
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The room dividers were again pushed against the .walls for the 
Neutral Context* Subjects in this condition were not confronted 
with either nirrort and no Publio or Private issues were discussed* 
In each group9 subjeots were asked for feedback on the Issues 
(depending on the conditions confidentiality) observers» or 
understanding of instructions) for the purpose of having the subject 
hear himself say (and hopefully9 thus convlnoe himself of) the 
Issues of the particular condition.
Plnally9 all subjeots read eaoh of the 15 situations along with 
a tape recording 9 which then went on to give specific task 
instructions* (Note that after the tape recorder had been turned 
on9 the experimenter left the room In the private self-awareness 
condition| he sat at a desk behind the subjectt facing him, in the 
public self-awareness condition) and he sat at a desk behind the 
subject9 facing the wall9 in the control condition*)
Procedure * The taped instructions asked subjects to make 
judgments of the amount of dissimilarity between pairs of stimuli 
(n*105) along a 9-point rating scale ranging from "Highly Similar11 
to ''Highly Dissimilar". The order of the presentation of the
stimulus pairs was the same for each subject by means of a Ross 
ordering (Ross9 193*0• Subjects were told to use whatever 
"dimension" they wished when making their judgments* After the 
comparisons had been completed9 the experimenter Instructed the 
subjeot to rate each of the 15 situations along the 10
unidimensional soales listed in Table 9a* Lastly, the subjeots were
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debriefed and asked a few questions about their backgrounds that 
might be important in helping behavior.
Results
Each of the 59 subjects' matrices were tested for violations of 
the triangular inequalities assumption. The percentage of 
violations (of ^55 comparisons) ranged from .22)1 to 31 *87$* For 
most subjects, the violations were small> probably measurment error. 
(Table 2 lists these percentages, along with the subjects' fit 
correlations from the final INDSCAL solution.)
INDSCAL Solution
An Individual differences multidimensional sealing analysis was 
run on the dissimilarity judgments. The choice of dimensionality 
for eroh condition was based on the followings 1) That no subject 
weights were negative. (This was nearly satisfied with even six 
dimensions in eaoh condition.) 2) That correlations between the 
dimensions were not high. (These Intercorrelations are presented as 
Table 3 and did not decrease when examining solutions of lower 
dimensionality.) 3) That variance accounted for by the entire 
solution and each dimension (salienoes) were reasonably high (see 
Table *0. *0 That subject fit correlations (see Table 5) were high
enough to permit reducing the number of dimensions. 5) Further 
information was obtained by looking at the percentage of subjects 
using each dimension (as defined by a subject weight of .30 or 
greater) (see Table 7). Together, these factors suggested r. 
four-dimensional solution for both the first ("Private") and third
MDS Approach to Altruism
("Control") conditions * and a five-dimensional solution for the 
ieeond ("Public") condition.
Itie INMCAL configurations Indicated that subjects in the 
Private and Neutral Contexts responded moat similarly* In the 
Private Context, the first dimension appeared to be the same as the 
third dimension in the Neutral Context* This dimension was highly 
correlated with the combined first and third cost scales and the 
second need scale and waa interpretted as the seriousness of the 
situation. (The correlations between eaoh unidimensional scale and 
the solution dimensions are presented for the Private and Neutral 
Contexts (see Tables 6a and 6c respectively). The squared multiple , 
regression coefficients were obtained by using dimensions as 
predictors for each of the unidimensional scales. Several scales 
were combined using an equally weighted sum of the ratinfi Since the 
derived dimensions appeared to reflect a combination of those 
attributes.) As shewn in Table 7, the list of dimension saliences 
and percentage of subjects using each dimension offers a possible 
explanation of why the dimension order shifted. The saliences of 
the first throu#* fourth dimensions were similar, the percentage of 
subjects using each dimension did net differ greatly, and the sample 
slat (i*fO) waa anil enough that one or two subjects could change
1 t
the ordered salience.
The second dimension of the Private Context (the first in the 
Neutral Context) vras interpretted am the probability of the 
subjeot'8 helping* The oorrelation of this soale with the dimension 
was only slightly higher than that of the social norm with the 
dimension. This is not surprising since the correlation between 
mean ratings for eaoh situation on the norm and probability of 
helping was so high (r«.989)| they seemed to be virtually 
indistinguishable.
the third dimension in the Private Context (the second in the 
Neutral Context) was Interpretted as the appropriateness of helping! 
a combination of the attributed cause of the problem and the social 
norm of the situations was most highly corrslated with this 
dimension.
The final dimension in both the Private and Neutral contexts 
was not readily interpretabla from the unidimensional ratings that 
were anticipated to define the dimensions. The fourth dimension was 
retained in both cases because quite a few subjects seemed to have 
used it.
The interpretation of the dimensions from the Public Context's 
solution suggested that subjects in this condition were perceiving 
the situations differently (see Table 6b). The first dimension waa 
interpretted as the probability of helping, the second as cost, and 
the fifth dimension was associated with attribution. The third and 
fourth dimensions were not interpretable with respeot to the
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unidimensional scales selected.
Each of the dimensions that were Hot dearly Ihtepprettabta 
were run throygh a separate regression analysis, in this analysis, 
the dimensions were used to predict only those unldimenslonaf ieales 
of subjects wli© had used the dimension. (A subject was defined Si 
having used the d leans ion if he had a weight of .30 or greater eg 
that dimension-) This analyses was run for dimension four in thf 
private and neutral conditions, and for dimensions throe and four in 
the public condition. The expectation was that If a subject had
used a dimension, information provided by his unidimensional scale 
would better describe the meaning of the dimension than those 
subjects disregarding the dimension. However, the dimensions , 
remained unclear, as the profile of correlations of the dimensions 
and scales was nearly identical between users and the whole group.
An attempt to resolve the interpretation of these dimensions 
with an IHDSCAL solution over the combined groups was also mode* 
This did not provide a clearer solution. In addition, a discrlment 
function using the subject weights (derived from this overall 
INOSCAL solution) as predictors was used to classify subjects 
according to the groups. This model was only successful in placing 
35$ of the subjects correctly in the Private Condition; 50f of the 
subjects in the Public Condition; and 57.9$ of the subjects in the
MDS Approach to AliHiiai *3
Neutral Condition.
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Given the relatively unconvincing interpretations of several of 
the dimensions, and the disturbingly high dimension 
intercorrelations (see Table 3), it might be that the assumptions 
underlying the INDSCAL model were in some way violated. The results 
presented in this paper might be thought of as a first approximation 
to explaining the structure of the data, but analyses of these 
dissimilarities by an individual differences nonmetric 
multidimensional scaling algorithm may be more appropriate. A 
nonmetric model might also yield information with which to 
discriminate the groups. It should he noted that the interpretation 
of the dimensions that were clearly associated with the 
unidimonsional scales replicated a previous study using the same 
stimuli in a natural condition (Buseraeyer et al, 1982). 
Correlations of dimensions between groups and correlations of eaoh 
group with those results were high (.8-.9) between dimensions that 
were interpretted as the same.
Unidimensional Soales
Some rating scales were more variable than others with respect 
to certain situations. (For example, situations 2, 3, 5, 7, and 
9 were associated with more variable cost ratings than remaining 
situations. For need, situations 3, 7, 8, and 11 were associated 
with more variable ratings. On the other hand, there was little 
variation among subjects rating the norm or expected behavior for 
each situation. (Notice the clarity of the norm of when to hold a 
door open for another) there is virtually no variation in the norm
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for situations 12 and 15.)) Moanr and standard deviations for 
subjects in each condition are p--* anted as Table 8. These 
individual difference* were net related to the context 
manipulations.
Correlations between mean raMnps of each r i tnation showed that 
the probnbilty of helping was nrnt. closely related to the norm, or 
rated appropriateness of • he request for help 'r=.9S9' and inversely 
related to the cost to the helper (rs-.765). The extent of need, or
val je of ttie help was not related to the p ► • >■ atil ty of helping
( r t , Q13), The correlations between the o-st and need ratings
demons t rates the independence of there attri  bites Table 9o-9c).*
The adequacy r the uni diraensi “ral scales in predicting the
intention cf helping (the tenth scale) was also examined. (The
social norm was not included, since its correlation with probability
of helping indicated that it was a '•parallel11 question.) After ft
correction for ’’shrinkage", cost (a combination of the first and
third cost variables) accounted for 149.97 percent of the variation
in the helping item. 83*70 percent of this helping variance was
i I* 1
explain'd when attribution was included in the model. No other 
variables contributed to the accuracy of predicting helping 
intihtion.
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Discussion
A ?et of situation stimuli describing various helping conflicts 
were assessed in three experimental contexts (Private, Public, and 
Neutral), in order to assess if the cont*xl w^uld determine
salience nf ^cri-us -11 serin*4 natlng a* t ri tut es. W n  ratine the 
dissimilarity of the situations, probability of helping, was a 
salient attribute for all three contexts. In the Private and 
Neutral Conditions, the seriousness of the situation and the 
appropriateness of the request were also interpret table attrltutes# 
which discriminated 'he «i4 i^ions. These results replicated a 
previous study urir.g the rum* situation net in a '•neutral11 context 
memeyer et al, 19&2). In the Public Context, a combination of
need and attribution and quite unexpeetdely, cost became more 
salient. It appeared that need was only used to different late among 
the situations by the public group. The results of the sealing 
analysis however are inconclusive at this point since several 
dimensions were not interpretable and because of the correlations of 
the solution dimensions derived from the I If DSC AL model* Sinoe the 
solution dimensions were correlated for all the groups, a nenmetric
analysis will be used tc explore an alternative solution which may 
be more appropriate for this data. Hopefully, those results will 
clarify these preliminary observations made on the difference 
between the Private (or Neutral) and Public Conditions*
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As expected9 societal norms influence what people say they 
would do, as evidenced by the high correlation between the 
probability of helping and sooial norm scales. In general, the 
probability of helping ratings for individual situations were not 
affected by the context manipulation. The set of attibutes used to 
discriminate among these situations did vary across the Private and 
Publio Conditions. Therefore, the multidimensional scaling seemed 
to be more sensitive to these context manipulations.
Cost has usually not been a manipulated variable in the studies 
of helping behavior because only a single situation is used. With 
this sealing approach, the opportunity to manipulate cost as a 
function of the situation has indicated that it might be an 
important variable. In Kanfer's extension of the self-control model 
(1979) model, cost to the donor is a central construct. The model 
explloitly describes the decision of whether or not to help as a 
conflict from the point of view of the prospective helper. One of 
the interpretations for the derived dimensions in the Private and 
Neutral Conditions was termed seriousness. Seriousness was composed 
of the two oost variables that were most highly negatively 
correlated with probability of helping and a need rating. This 
composite variable increases with cost and need. One may assume 
that as cost and need increase, it may be more difficult to decide 
whether to help because the contingencies ror both options has 
increased in magnitude. These attributes of the situations may be 
related to the conflict component described by Kanfer's model.
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Unlike this composite dimension in the Private and Neutral 
Conditions« a dimension highly correlated with cost and a separate 
dimension that was closely related to need— attribution was found in 
the Public Condition. The Public awareness manipulation seems to 
have produced a separate classification for the cost and need 
attributes. The emergence of the need-related dimension in the 
Public Condition partially supports the expectation that need would 
be more salient in this condition. Hopefully, the nonmetric sealing 
analyses will clarify the contrast. In any oase, one can safely 
conclude that cost, a variable not usually manipulated in single 
situation studies of altruism plays an important role in 
discriminating between the helping situations assessed in this 
study•
MDS Approach to A1 trial am 19
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Situation Classification Scheme
Table 1
"rated
cost high 8 a 2, 13, 9
to the medium 7, 11 5
donor" low 3, 10, n 12, 15 1
low medium high
"rated need of the recipient"
The situations represented by this classification scheme 
represent qualitatively different helping situations that are 
commonly encountered by a college student population* (Situations 
corresponding to the above situation numbers are included as 
Appendix A.)
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Table 2a
Violations of the Triangular Inequalities Assumption
& Fit Correlations
Condition 1 ("Private")
Subject t  
Fit-r
Violations
>*1 tz2
1 .787 19.73 56.72 29.85
2 .838 9.89 68.18 13.69
1 .816 9.23 69.05 19.05
4 .950 11.65 52.83 26.92
S-Z f>3 
5.97 7.96 
0.00 18.18 
9.52 2.38 
9.91 11.1?
5 .795
6 .776
7 .552
8 .812
9 .731
10 .791
11 .716
12 .876 
13 .893
19 .796
15 .833
16 .881
17 .812
18 .883
1? .892
.821
18.96
20.00
16.70
27.69
5.27
18.0?
.2?
7.25
3.96
19.73
2.92
3-96
16.98
7.03
7.03 
13.19
51.19
63.79
99.79 
98.91 
70.83
37.80
100.00
39.39
88.89
99.25
81.82
33.33
69.33
68.75 
75.00 
61.67
30.95
16.98
30.26
31.75 
20.83 
28.05
0.00
30.30
11 . 11
22.39
18.18
99.99
21.33
18.75 
21.88 
25.00
16.98
10.99
15.79
13.99 
8.33
19.63
0 .0 0
9.09
0.00
19.90
0 .0 0
16.67 
8.00
12.50 
?. 12
11.67
2.38
8.79
9.21
6.35
0.00
19.51
0.00
21.21
0.00
8.96
0.00
5.56
1.33
0 .0 0
0.00
1.6720
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Violations of the Triangualr Inequalities Assumption
A Fit Correlations
Condition 2 ("Public")
Table 2b
Subject % 
Fit-r
Violations
f:1 U2 1=3 *>3
1 .852 6.37 82.76 3.45 13.79 0.00
2 .877 2.86 69.23 30.78 0.00 0.00
3 .7*19 7.03 40.63 25.00 18.75 15.63
A .792 18.68 50.59 23.53 12.94 12.94
5 .900 2.64 83.33 16.67 0.00 0.00
6 .765 17.58 65.00 26.25 5.00 3.75
7 .791 27.25 31.45 33.06 ’0.36 16.13
8 .832 6.59 73.33 16.67 10.00 0.00
9 .644 12.97 64.41 23.73 8.47 3.39
10 .745 12.97 49.15 18.64 25.42 6.78
11 • 7Ti 18.60 46.48 36.62 14.08 2.82
12 ,M4 12.31 57.14 23.21 10.71 8.93
IS .193 .46 50.00 50.00 0*00 0.00
t* .820 6.81 64.62 35, 48 0.00 0.00
15 .730 16.92 51.96 3.7.47 10*19 6.20
18 . m 3.96 88.89 5.16 0.00 5.56
1? .84) 1J.61 57.38 32.79 6.20 1.64
18 .872 12.31 42.86 16.07 25.00 16*07
19 .819 8.35 68.42 23.68 7.90 0.00
20 .846 2.20 70.00 30.00 0.00 0.00
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Violations of the Triangular Inequalities Assumption
& Fit Correlations
Condition 1 ("Control")
Table 2c
Subject
Fit-r
t Violations
1*1 t *2 1=3 » 3
i .832 7.03 59.38 21.88 15.62 3.12
2 .878 1.10 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 .821 6.37 88.28 31.03 13.79 6.90
14 .630 9.67 38.68 36.36 13.68 11.36
5 .753 7.25 72.73 15.15 9.09 3.03
6 .877 13-85 57.18 26.98 7.98 7.98
7 .83*4 10.99 88.00 82.00 18.00 0.00
8 .822 5.27 58.33 25.00 12.50 8.17
9 .787 11.83 63.86 17.31 13.86 5.77
10 .813 18.90 51.16 38.89 5.81 8.18
11 .799 .88 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12 .5*45 31.87 80.00 21.38 20.69 17.93
13 .850 16.26 78.32 16.22 8.11 1.35
14 .607 19.12 87.13 26.88 13.79 12.68
15 .861 3.52 87.50 12.50 0.00 0.00
16 • 79*1 20.88 53.76 17.20 20.83 8.60
17 .7*17 5.93 88.89 7.81 0.00 3.70
18 .862 19.56 53.93 20.22 8.99 16.85
19 .800 18.51 88.88 21.21 10.61 19.70
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Table 3
Correlations of the Solution Dimensions 
Condition 1 ("Private") 
Dimension
1 2 3 A
2 .A3 ---
3 .11 .50 ---
A -.11 -.«0 ~.A8 ---
Condition 2 ("Public")
Dimension 
1 2 3 A 5
1 -----
2 .32 ----
3 -.39 -.36 ---
A -.31 -.A2 .A1 ---
5 .2A -.05 -.10 -.08 ---
Condition 3 ("Control") 
Dimension
1 2 3 A
2 .36 -----
3 .A3 -.10 ---
A -.50 -.A3 -.A2 ---
HDS Approach to Altruist*
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Table A
Dimension 
Condition 1
1 2
Dimension 
3 *» 5
195 . 162 .136 • 092 .059
199 .163 .1*11 • 094 .057
211 .17*1 . 1*1*1 • 095
208 .201 .180
284 .261
Condition
1 2 3 4 s
167 .126 .118 .097 .096
174 .157 .115 .106 . 10*1
202 .163 .152 .103
269 .199 .103
272 .237
Condition
1 2 3 4 5
,190 • 139 .123 .110 .072
203 . 1*13 .122 .115 .07 2
207 .168 .mo .109
,214 .200 .172
282 .2*15
Saliences
("Private")
6 r VAF LOSS n-D
.033 .823 .678 .322 6
.809 .651 .3*16 5
.790 .62H .376 4
.767 .589 .*111 3
.739 .5*15 .*15*1 2
("Public")
6 r VAF LOSS n-D
.079 .826 .683 .3*7 6
.809 .655 • 3**5 5
.787 .620 .380 4
.756 .571 .429 3
.71*1 .509 .*191 2
("Control")
6 r VAF LOSS n-D
.052 .828 .686 .31** 6
.810 .656 • 3*1*1 5
.790 .52H • 376 U
.765 .585 .*115 3
.726 .527 .*173 2
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Fit Correlations at 3-6 Dimensions
Table 5a
Condition 1 ("1Private")
Subject 6-D 5-D 9-D 3-D
1 .811 .798 .787 .750
2 .895 .893 .838 .833
3 .875 .859 .816 .769
4 .609 .512 .950 .931
5 .828 .819 .795 .772
6 .797 .793 .776 .759
7 .593 .555 .552 .386
8 .838 .832 .812 .798
9 .831 .759 .731 .719
10 .768 .763 .791 .799
11 .762 .799 .716 .703
12 • 911 .908 .876 .873
13 .893 .886 .889 .890
n .809 .798 .796 .780
15 .860 .860 .852 .833
16 .889 .880 .881 .876
17 .896 .897 .812 .788
18 .895 .899 .883 .833
19 .863 .858 .892 .798
20 .867 .896 .821 .806
mean .819 .80 3 .782 .757
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Table 5b
Fit Correlations at 3-6 Dimensions 
Condition 2 ("Public")
Subject 6-D 5-D 4-D 3-D
1 .882 .852 .849 .775
2 .880 .877 .833 .830
3 .773 .71*9 .735 .687
*1 .811 .792 .776 .725
5 .900 .900 .866 .856
6 .796 .765 .747 .745
7 .790 .791 .778 .745
8 .832 .832 .805 .760
9 .702 .6**** .632 .594
10 .779 .7*»5 .734 .701
11 .783 .778 .743 .706
12 .817 .824 .797 .777
13 .906 .893 .875 .850
1*1 .839 .820 .799 .748
15 .7*11 .730 .720 .696
16 .793 .765 • 727 .671
17 • 862 .843 .827 .794
18 .882 .872 .863 .844
19 .858 .819 .801 .788
20 .868 .846 .796 .770
mean .825 .807 .785 .753
P I
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fit Correlations at 3-6 Dimansions 
Condition 3 ("Control")
Subject 6-D 5-D 4-D 3-D
1 .9*3 .855 .832 .816
2 .889 .179 .878 .708
3 .879 .815 .821 .817
4 .706 .677 .630 .608
5 . 81M .755 .753 .733
6 .894 .890 .877 .840
7 .851 .838 .834 .843
1 .861 .846 .822 .802
9 .800 .797 .787 .768
10 .838 .809 . 8 1 3 .769
11 .873 .854 .799 .791
12 • 700 .659 .545 .463
13 .868 .846 .850 .840
14 .705 .691 .607 .593
15 .867 .866 .861 .862
16 .812 .792 . 794 .804
17 .782 .772 .747 .740
18 .866 .858 .862 .856
19 . 828 .815 . 800 .759
mean .826 .807 .785 .758
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Correlations between Unidlraensonal Scale* 
and Solution Dimensions
And R2 Values from Multiple Regression 
(dimensions used as Predictors for each Seale)
Table 6a
Condition 1 ("Private*)
Dimension
Salience* .211 .179 . 1MM .095
Unidimensional Scale 1 2 3 n B2
costl -.87* -.70* .>0 .oj
costs -.56 -.65* -.DA -.12 .70
cost 3 -.91* -.69* -.A5 .21 • 97
valul -.70* -.09 .A7 -.26 .80
valu2 -.81* -.27 *31 -.18 .85
valu3 -.66* -.10 .§A .93
social —. 85* .3 2 -.01 .93
aitrlb ,15 -.35 .60 .99
m m -.90 - • Vlt - ,85*
phelp -.55 * < H i -.79* *69* ■ i i
i s n s s h . u )
-.991 -.63 -.35 .<1 .97
n t W S l t r
-.19 -.59 -.96* .68 • M
N=20 subjects n = 15 situations 1
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Table 6b
Condition 2 ("Public")
Dimension
Saliencei . 17H .157 .115 .106 . 10H
Unidimensional Scale 1 2 3 5 82
cost 1
oin• .98* -.52 -.58 -.09 .98
cost 2 -.05 .67* -.37 -.63 .05 .76
eost3 ,M0 .95* -.52 -.52 -.18 .98
valul -.31 • 39 -.29 -.3*1 -.73* .89
valu2 -.Oil .65* -.39 -.*12 -.63 *90
valu3 -.31 .55 -.21 -.Hp -.59 .90
social -.06 .69 -.30 -.no -.71* .96
sttrib .62 .05 -.97 -.1H . 75* .86
norm .88* .58 -.87* -.HO .32 .99
pheip • 89» .62 -.68* .2H .99
ff&fO subjects ns 15 situations *ptOl
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Condiitem 3  ("Control")
Mmens ion
Table 6c
Saliencet .287 .168 .190 .109
1 dimensional Scale 1 2 3 i* R2
*t 1 — 6f* -.18 -.89* .79* .98
nt2 -.53 .11 -.76* .29 .66
st 3 -.69* -.07 -.88* .68* .96
1111 -.35 .67* -.57 -.10 .90
'il' -.3* .61 -.65* .07 .88
M3 -.06 .81* « 56 -.1*1 .92
'Ml -.53 • 32 -.79* .**2 .81
rib -.39 -.80* .1*1 .69* .88
-.75* -.79* -.M2 .82* .97
r‘lp -.81* -.70* -.99 .80* .98
'iousness
Uoost3+valu2)
-.69* -.01 -.90* .66 .98
propriatenesa -.61 -.83* -.15 .81* .96
trib+norm)
Ns 19 subjects n*15 situations •pt01
/■'t
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Table 7
Individual Differences In using tha Dimensions
(Percentage of Subjects with Weights 
greater than (or equal to) .30 on each dleansIon)
Condi tioii 1 ("Private") (Salience)
1 70.001 .211
2 50.003 .174
3 to. oof .144
4 35.001 .095
Condition 2 ("Public") (Salience)
1 45.001 .174
2 60.00f .157
3 35.003 .115
4 40.003 .106
5 40.003 .104
Condition 3 ("Control") (Salience)
1 57.893 .207
2 52.633 .168
3 36.841 .140
4 31.583 .109
35
Table I
Unidlnenolonal Soalaa 
Means and Standard De flations
Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3
("Private") ("Public") ("Control")
Situation Moan S.D. Hear, S.D. Moan S.8.
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cost1«"It would bo (oasy(1)-diffleult(5)) 
for Taylor to help"
1 1 .85 .81 1 .60 .8 1 1 .82 .61
2 2 .7 0 1 .38 2 .9 0 1.37 3 .0 0 1 .29
3 1 .95 .85 2 .1 5 1 .82 2 .8 2 1 .68
0 3 .7 5 1 .33 3 .7 0 1.17 8.1® .8 8
5 2 .8 5 1.27 2 .8 5 .76 2 .8 5 .98
6 1 .15 .8 9 1.26 .8 5 M l .3 2
7 2. <15 1 .3 9 2 .8 0 1.88 3 .0 5 1 .18
8 8 .5 0 .6 9 8 .7 0 .6 6 8 .9 5 .2 3
9 3 .55 1.08 3 .80 1.31 3 .63 1 .16
10 1 .20 .5 2 1 .20 .81 1.37 .6 0
11 8 .2 0 .7 0 8 .2 0 .62 8.21 .8 6
12 1 .05 .22 1.05 .23 1 .05 .2 3
13 3 .9 0 1.17 8 .0 0 1.03 3 .83 .8 6
10 1 .10 .85 1.05 .22 1 .05 .2 3
15 1 .05 .22 1 .00 .0 0 1.16 .50
eost2i"in ordor to bolp Rosa* Taylor aniat give up a(n) 
(lntoroatint(1)-borin*(5)) aotivlty"
1 3 .5 5 1 .05 3 .0 0 .97 3 .2 8 .7 5
2 3 .7 5 .7 9 3 .2 0 1 .20 3 .1 0 1 .05
3 3 .5 0 1 .05 3 .3 5 1.08 3 .2 8 1 .23
8 2 .9 5 1.23 2 .7 5 1.12 2 .8 2 .9 6
5 2 .1 0 1.12 2 .1 5 1.18 1.95 1.32
6 3 .6 0 1 .10 8 .0 0 1 .03 3 .6 8 1 .00
7 2 .6 8 1.06 2 .7 0 1 .03 2 .8 2 .9 0
8 2 .9 0 1 .29 2 .7 0 1.17 2>32 1 .0 6
9 2 .5 5 .83 2 .6 5 1 .23 2.8? t.0 7
10 3-53 1.39 3 .0 0 1.03 2 .7 9 1 .99
11 3 .22 1.06 3 .1 0 .97 3 .0 0 .9 9
12 3 .95 .8 3 3 .8 5 1 .09 8 .0 5 .9 7
13 1.20 .52 1.21 .8 2 1 .0 0 .0 0
18 3 .8 3 1.18 3 .7 5 1 .12 3 .9 5 1 .03
15 3 .9 5 .8 9 3 .8 0 1.06 9 .0 6 .9 8
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coat3«"In order to help Roaa, Taylor would have to wake 
a (vary aaall(1)-great(i5)) aental or eaotloiial effort"
Table 8 (eont'd)
1 3 .3 0 2 .1 8 3 .2 5 3 .3 4 3 .9 0 1.94
2 8 .5 5 4.21 8 .6 0 4 .51 9 .3 7 3 .4 8
3
t
8 .2 0 3 .4 0 5 .4 5 3-65 6 .6 8 3 .9 5
1 1 .7 0 2 .7 7 10 .10 3 .1 4 12 .03 2 .51
5 7 .1 0 3 .5 0 6.65 3 .1 5 7 .6 5 4 .0 7
6 2 .9 0
7 .4 0
2 .3 9 2 .8 5 2 .1 0 2 .6 8 3 .2 7
7 3 .4 7 8 .1 5 4 .3 4 8 .6 3 3 .8 6
8 11 .30 3 .3 3 12 .25 3 .9 3 11 .84 3 .6 6
9 1 0 .7 0 3 .3 9 10 .55 3 .8 2 9 .5 3 5 .0 6
10 2 .0 0 1.65 2 .5 5 1 .48 4 .1 0 2 .5 6
11 11 .70 2 .8 5 11 .15 3 .0 5 11 .32 3 .23
12 1 .9 0 2 .3 8 1 .85 1 .63 2 .5 8 2 .1 4
13 1 1 .1 0 2 .6 3 11 .45 3 .9 0 12.74 2 .6 2
It 1 .5 0 1 .10 1 .35 .7 4 1 .5 8 1.30
15 1 .6 0 .94 1 .65 1.31 2 .0 0 1 .49
valu1i”Rosa will probably feel (unaffeoted(l) 
upaet(5)) If Taylor does not help"
-very
1 2 .4 0 1 .19 2 .4 5 1 .00 2 .7 9 .9 8
2 4 .7 0 .57 4 .5 5 .7 6 4 .6 3 .6 8
3 2 .8 5 1 .18 2 .8 0 1 .10 2 .7 4 1 .28
4 3 .7 0 1 .08 4 .1 0 .6 4 4 .1 0 .74
5 3 .9 5 .8 9 4 .3 2 •67 4 .4 5 .6 9
6 4 .0 0 1.03 3 .9 5 .6 0 3 .6 8 1.06
7 2 .9 0 1.25 2 .6 5 1.14 2 .5 3 1.22
8 3 .6 5 .9 3 3 .3 0 .9 2 3 .7 9 1 .03
9 4 .21 1 .23 4 .1 0 1 .10 3 .9 0 1.15
10 2 .5 5 1 .05 2 .9 0 1 .02 3 .4 2 .84
11 3 .1 5 1.27 3 .2 0 1 .06 3 .6 3 .9 0
12 4 .0 0 .9 7 3 .5 0 .9 5 3 .6 3 .9 0
13 4 .0 5 .94 4 .2 0 .8 3 4 .4 7 .77
14 2 .4 5 1 .39 2 .1 5 1 .14 2 .3 7 .9 6
15 3 .5 0 1 .10 3 .3 0 .9 2 3 .47 1 .02
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Tafcla 8 (cont'd)
valu2*"If Taylor halpa Roaa» Rosa will probably faal 
(vary pat«ful(S)«Mutral(t))'
1 2 .8 5 •98 2 .8 0 .8 9 2 .9 5 1 .08
2 8 .8 0 .5 2 8 .9 0 .31 5 .0 0 .0 0
3
6
2 .8 5 1 .3 9 3 .2 5 1 .02 3 .0 5 1.03
8 .2 0 .7 7 8 .3 5 .5 9 8 .3 7 .7 6
5 8 .5 5 .5 9 8 .8 3 .8 0 8 .9 5 .2 2
6 3 .8 5 .81 3 .8 5 .9 9 6 .0 0 .7 6
7 2 .7 0 .8 8 3 .0 0 .9 7 2 .6 8 1.11
8 8 .0 0 1 .38 8 .1 0 1 .1 2 6 .1 0 1 .15
9 8 .9 0 .8 5 8 .8 5 • 37 6 .8 8 .3 7
10 2 .9 0 1 .02 3 .0 0 .8 0 3 .1 6 .9 6
11 3 .7 5 1 .25 8 .0 5 .9 6 3 .9 5 .91
12 3 .7 0 .9 2 3 .5 5 1 .0 0 6 .0 5 •97
13 8 .8 0 .7 5 8 .5 0 .61 8 .6 3 .6 8
18 1 .80 .77 2 .0 0 .86 2 .1 6 1.17
15 3 .5 0 1 .05 3 .3 0 1.03 3 .5 8 .61
valu3«"If Taylor dota not help Roes, the consequences
for Rosa would be (major(15)-ainor(1))"
1 3 .8 5 2 .5 9 8 .5 5 2 .9 8 5 .7 9 3 .90
2 13 .05 2 .5 9 1 2 .1 5 3 .6 6 12 .88 2 .6 7
3 2 .8 0 2 .5 0 2 .5 5 1 .90 3 .1 6 2 .7 5
8 9 .8 0 8 .1 2 10 .80 2 .7 8 10 .78 2 .9 8
5 12 .30 1 .98 12 .80 2 .5 0 12 .00 2 .8 9
6 7 .9 0 3 .7 5 7 .2 5 3 .01 8 .3 2 3 .0 2
7 8 .0 5 2 .7 8 3 .7 5 2.89 8 .8 8 2 .5 9
8 5 .3 0 3 .5 7 8 .8 0 3 .9 5 5 .9 8 6 .3 6
9 12 .10 3 .1 8 12 .30 3 .5 7 12 .10 2 .0 8
10 8 .9 0 2 .9 2 3 .1 0 2 .1 0 5 .0 5 1 .65
11 5 .0 5 8 .9 9 7 .6 0 3 .8 9 6 .3 7 3 .7 3
12 7 .8 0 2 .9 8 6 .7 5 8 .0 5 8 .8 6 3 .36
13 11 .80 2 .3 5 11 .63 3 .5 9 12 .62 3 .2 9
18 3 .1 0 2 .5 8 2 .6 0 2 .$) 1 .5 8 1 .12
15 7 .9 0 3 .3 8 6 .2 5 3 .5 7 7 .5 3 3 .5 0
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Table 8 (oont'd)
aoelal**Zf I helped ftoaa* and «jr boat friend or faally 
found out about It* they wouldt (not think twioo about 
ltd Improbably think that Z waa generous 
or thoughtful(5))"
1 1 .85 1.1*1 1 .5 5 .8 9 1 .6 6 1 .0 6
2 * .3 7 1 .2 6 t.6 0 .6 0 t.2 6 1 .10
3 2 .3 0 1 .22 2 .3 5 1 .53 2 .7 9 1 .65
t 3 .1 0 1 .1 2 3 .3 5 1 .0 9 3 .7 9 1 .36
5 3 .8 5 1 .09 t.0 0 1.17 2 .9 0 1 .33
6 3. to 1 .50 3 .1 0 t.5 5 3 .2 6 1 .* 5
7 1.8*1 1 .12 2 .2 5 l.tl 2 .3 2 1.t2
8 3.3s 1 .1 8 3 .3 5 1 .3 5 t.0 0 1.t5
5 t.5 5 .8 9 t.5 5 .8 3 6 .3 7 .9 0
10 2 .3 5 1 .*2 2 .1 5 1 .3 9 2 .* 2 1 ,30
11 3 .6 5 1. It 3. to 1.t3 *1.16 1.3*
12 3 .0 5 1 .67 2 .9 0 1 .55 2 .9 5 1 .58
13 t.5 5 .6 3 t.to .7 5 t.S8 .6 9
1<l 1 .3 0 .8 0 1 .25 .6t 1.21 .92
15 2 .3 5 1 .*2 2 .0 0 1.3t 2 .6 7 1 .50
attrlb«*(Roaa* problm la duo to fata or bad luck(1)- 
doss oauaad the problan to develop(5))"
1 3. *0 1.1* 3 .3 0 .86 3.** .7 0
2 1 .35 .7* 1.25 .5 5 1 .26 .6 5
3 * .5 0 1.00 t.2 6 • 99 3 .9 0 1.20
t * .2 5 1 .02 t.6 0 .6 8 t.3 2 1.06
5 1 .65 1.1* 2 .0 0 1 .38 1 .55 .9*
6 1 .55 .7 6 1 .60 .9* 1 .56 .90
7 3 .1 5 .7* 2 .7 5 .** 3 .3 2 .82
8 t.* 5 .3 9 3 .7 5 1 .*8 * . * 7 1.0?
9 1.37 .76 1 .35 .5 9 1.7* 1 .10
10 3 .2 6 .81 3 .2 0 .77 2 .9* .87
11 t.5 5 1 .05 t.to 1.31 *•63 .6 0
12 1 .55 .6 3 1 .55 .8 3 1 .39 .7 8
13 1 .10 • 31 1 .55 1 .00 1.21 .5*
1t 3 .1 6 .7 6 3 .3 5 .7* 3 .5 6 .7 8
15 2 .8 5 1.0* 3 .1 5 .7* 2 .8 9 .5 8
39
ftblt 8 (oont'd)
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nora«"Taylor should (daflnitaly(l)-deflnltsly not(5))
holp Reas"
1 1 .80 .7 0 2 .0 0 .9 2 1.7t • t5
2 1 .35 .9 9 1 .1 5 .3 7 1.21 .12
3 3 .9 0 1.21 t.2 0 .7 7 1 . 16 .7 6
* 3 .5 5 .8 3 2 .9 5 1 .00 3 .0 5 .7 0
5 1 .90 .7 9 1 .70 .8 0 1 .60 .8 8
6 1 .05 .2 2 1 .05 .2 2 1 .00 .0 0
7 2 .2 5 .7 2 2 .6 0 1 .00 3 .0 0 .8 8
8 t.ts .7 6 t.7 5 .tt t .6 3 .60
9 2 .1 0 .7 2 2 .0 0 .9 2 2 .1 0 .7t
10 1 .20 .t1 1 .30 .5 7 1 .58 .61
11 t.so .61 t.6 0 .6 0 t.2 6 .81
12 1 .00 .0 0 1 .00 .0 0 1.00 .00
13 2 .3 5 • 99 2 .2 0 .83 2.21 .92
It 1.15 • 37 1.10 • 31 1.12 .69
15 1 .00 .0 0 1 .1 0 .31 1 .10 .32
p(h«lp)»*I Mould (definitely not(1)-oortalnly(l5)> 
holp Rosa"
1 i2. eo 2 .3 3 12 .05 3 .3 0 12 .00 2 .8 9
2 12.t5 3 .07 13 .15 3.3t 13.90 1.t9
3 5 .tO 3 .5 3 t.7 5 3 .8 6 t.t2 3 .7 3
t 6 .6 0 3 .1 5 8 .7 5 2 .8 6 7 .3 7 3 .1 8
5 10 .37 2 .9 8 12 .20 2 .0 9 12. tO 2 .8 2
6 13 .70 3.11 13 .79 3.21 It. 79 •5t
7 11.20 2 .3 3 9 .8 5 3 .0 7 9.7t 3 .77
8 3 .0 0 2 .9 7 2 .8 0 3 .1 7 1 . 10 3.t5
9 11.53 2.7t 11 .35 2 .t1 10.8t 2 .7 9
to 13.20 3 .10 13 .85 1 .76 13.05 2.01
11 2 .9 0 1 .65 2 .7 5 1 .59 t.1 0 3.31
12 1t.7 0 .7 3 It. 65 .9 9 It. 58 1 .39
13 9 .7 0 3 .0 6 10 .15 2 .7 8 10 .53 2 .8 8
It 11 .30 1.3* 14 .55 1 .0 5 14 .16 1.6t
15 it. to 1.31 lt.6 5 1 .35 It. 37 .9 0
MDS Approaoh to Altrulsa
T.ble 9a
V>
Correlations of tha Unidimensional Ratings
Riting Seili Kty
1) COST1."It would bo (esay-difficult) for Taylor to help"
2) C03T2**In order to help Roast Taylor nust give up a(n)
(Interesting-boring) activity"
3) COST3>"In order to help Ross* Taylor would have to sake
a (very snail-great) aental or Motional effort”
4) YALUl»"Rosa will probably feel (unaffected-very upset)
If Taylor does ag|, help"
5) VAL02*'If Taylor helps Ross, Ross will probably feel
(very grateful-neutral)”
6) VALU3*"If Taylor does not help Rosa, the consequences
for Ross would be (najor-ninor)"
7) S0CIAl»"If I helped Roast and ay best friend or faaily
found out about it, they would! (not think twice 
about it-probably think that I was generous 
or thoughtful)"
8) ATTRIB«'*(Ross' problea is due to fate or bad luok-Rons
caused the problea to develop)"
9) NORM*"Taylor should (deflnitely-definitely not) help
Ross"
10) P(HELP)«"I would (definitely not-certainly) help Ross"
Condition 1 ("Private")
1
2 -.38
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
3 .79 -.34 —
4 .14 -.15 .16
5 -.33 • 23 -.35 -.43 —
inCM•«AO .14 -.28 -.42 .58 —
7 .41 -.26 .*•3 .38 -.61 -.55 —
8 .15 .08 .13 — • 26 .30 .46 -.33
9 .61 -.19 .61 -.05 -.08 .15 .12 .56 ---
10 -.63 .21 -.61 .07 .09 -.12 -.13 -.51 -.84
ii
MSS Approach to Altruisa
Table 9b
Correlations of the Unidiaensional Ratings 
Condition 2 ("Publio")
1
1 ---
2 -.37
2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10
m m m m
3 .81 -37 —
9 .27 -.17 .30 — -
5 -.*3 .21 -.50 -53 — -
6 -.40 .21 -.44 -.58 .61 — —
7 .43 -.19 .43 .45 -.57 -.56 w m m v m
8 .09 .03 .06 -.34 .26 .36 -.33 —
9 .57 -17 .55 -.12 -.12 .09 .04 .50 —
10 -.59 .21 -.55 .09 .14 -.02 -.11 -.42 -.85 ---
MBS Approach to Altruism
Table 9c
Correlations of the Unidimensional Ratings
Condition 3 ("Control11)
1
1 . . . .  
2 •.34
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 .77 -.43 —
4 .22 -.17 .26 —
5 -.26 .22 -.33 -.65 —
6 -.18 .24 -.24 -.53 .5 9 - - - -
7 .51 -.18 .46 • 31 - . H 6 - . 3 0 —
8 .23 .09 .17 -.30 .3** .5 0
CO©•1 — —
CM*£>• -.22 .52 -.13 • to .3 0 .17 .5 6 —
10 ..60 .22 -.51 .10 -.05 -.20 -.2A -.51 ..88 - —
MDS Approaoh to Altruism
Appendix A 
Stimulus Situations
1. Wills Taylor is studying in the library, Ross approaohes 
and asks him If he would watoh his baokpaok and oaloulator while he 
goes into the avnoks to find a book. Taylor must deolde whether to 
watoh Ross's belongings or continue studying without this 
dlstraotlon.
2. Taylor Just got off a train and is headed home after a hard 
day at work. No one is around and he sees Ross oalling for help. 
Ross just fell and sprained his ankle. Taylor must deeide whether 
to help Ross get to a doctor or oontinue home.
3. Taylor is in line for a movie. Ross, s stranger, asks to 
get in line in front of him so that he does not have to wait to get 
in to the show. It is very oold outside and Taylor has to deeide 
whether to let Ross out in line or tell him to go to the end of the 
line.
A. Taylor has Just begun studying Tor a test that is two hours 
away. He gets a phone oall from Ross, a classmate. Ross wants to 
borrow his notes for the test since he missed a few leotures. Ross 
does not know anyone in the olass. Taylor must deolde whether to 
meet with Ross so that he oan une his notes to study for the test or 
to oontinue studying.
5. Wills Taylor is watohing TV, Ross, a student in the sane 
apartnent building asks him for • ride to olass on oampua. Ross is 
going to he late for an important test and his oar will not start. 
Tolor oust deolde whether to give up his TV show and drive Ross to 
olass or make an exouss so he does not have to leave.
6. While Taylor is leisurely walking hone from olass, Ross, a 
polio victim, asks him to help in manuevering his wheelchair aoross 
the atreet. Taylor must deolde whether to help Ross or oontinue on 
his way hone.
T. While Taylor is hurrying to an exam, Ross approaohes and 
asks him to givo kin directions to another building. Taylor wist 
deolde whether to risk being late for the exan in order to give Rosa 
the directions or to oontinue hurrying to the test.
MDS Approach to Altruisa Ilk
It While fkyler It studying for an laportant msam to be given 
fg the mifffty! taming, Rosa calls and taka bin if he could work 
Ull Ai#tl for H i  that night ao that he can uae a ticket that 
wag Mil ttfUlred far a rock concert. Ro m 's favorite group la 
gUfllg. tayler Rust decide whether he should stag studying in 
Sfih 1 te work for Rees or whether to oontinue preparing for the
9. Taylor hta Just begun an hour drive to his hone in order to 
keep ah iigorUnt appolnteent. He sees a car at the side of a 
lonely read With acMone nagging for assiataaoe. Taylor aust 
deeldd whether to stop and hal| the Aim or to tarry hone.
1CU Villa taylor la walking down an apartment hallway on the 
Why to Visit I frlendt iota aphrosohert and asks hi* tf he would hold 
hie baby fey a raw ainutea to that ha can find his keys. Taylor 
•wit deeldd whether te step and hold the baby or continue to hie 
friend's aptrthent.
11. feyler la spending tha evening studying. Ro m  sake hla to 
floirit typing his tarn paper beeauM his rriead Just called and Rose 
wants to go to a party. Reas doesn't know anyone else in the dons 
that is in end hae a typewriter. Taylor must decide whether to type 
Rees's paper so that he can go to the party or continue studying.
id. fayin' la approaching the heavy, outside door of e 
building on eenpus on the way to class. Ross, a polio viotie in a 
wheelohalr, ia approaching and take bin to hold the door epen. 
fay lor m a t  decide whether to hold the door open or not #
13. Taylor has Just finished e full w M k  of work and is 
looking forward te a day off. He has • full day of aetivitiM 
pinned. Roes, a person who works another shirt, phones Taylor end 
trite hla to work the next day in hla plnoe. Rosa Must attend the 
f n sral of a relative and no one else will work for bin. Taylor 
n e t  deoide whether to give up hie day off or follow through with 
his scheduled plane and turn Rone down.
Ik. While Taylor is walking aoroea oaapus, Rase approaches end 
neks hia for the tlM. Taylor aust deelde whether te atop end give 
Ro m  the t i M  or oontinue walking.
15. Taylor is miking toward tha door of a building and s m s  
Ross approaching hia with an tra full of boxes narked "fragile". 
Ross asks hla to hold the heavy door for hla. Taylor oust deoide 
whether to hold the door for Roes or not.
